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SEMI-PERMANENT TENTS 

INSIGNIATM TENSION TENTS
User friendly and attractive, our Insignia tension tents are a favorite for special events, 
fairs, trade shows and food service use, with their ease of setup and lightweight 
aluminum frame. Their unique design utilizes the high tensile strength of the fabric to 
serve as both shelter and support, eliminating heavy frame sections, while the tool-
free assembly makes set-up and take-down stress free. The striking tent canopy, with its 
dramatic peak and distinctive valance shape, is available in a variety of colors and 
is constructed of 13-18 oz. vinyl polyester, meeting NFPA701 large scale fire code. 
Insignia tents may also be customized with various walls to complete the desired facade.

10 X 10

   

Aluminum frame weighs 149 lbs. (canopy weighs 38 lbs.) and has 
an eave height of 8.25’. Comes with carry bag, steel stakes and guy 
ropes.
 
10’  x 10’  x  12.75’

10 X 15

   

Aluminum frame weighs 155 lbs. (canopy weighs 59 lbs.) and has 
an eave height of 8.25’. Comes with carry bag, steel stakes and guy 
ropes. 

10’  x  15’  x  14’
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10 X 20

   

Aluminum frame weighs 166 lbs. (canopy weighs 60 lbs.) and has 
an eave height of 8.25’. Comes with carry bag, steel stakes and guy 
ropes.
 
10’  x  20’  x  14’

15 X 15

   

Aluminum frame weighs 165 lbs. (canopy weighs 62 lbs.) and has 
an eave height of 8.25’. Comes with carry bag, steel stakes and guy 
ropes.
 
15’  x  15’  x  14’

20 X 20

   

Aluminum frame weighs 192 lbs. (canopy weighs 104 lbs.) and has 
an eave height of 8.25’. Comes with carry bag, steel stakes and guy 
ropes.
 
20’  x  20’  x  16.5’
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20 X 30

   

Aluminum frame weighs 470 lbs. (canopy weighs 133 lbs.) and has 
an eave height of 8.25’. Comes with carry bag, steel stakes and guy 
ropes.
 
20’  x  30’  x  18.75’

34 HEX

   

Aluminum frame weighs 633 lbs. (canopy weighs 280 lbs.) and has an 
eave height of 10’. Comes with carry bag, steel stakes and guy ropes.
 
34.75’  x  40’  x  26.25’
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INSIGNIATM HIGH PEAK TENTS
A favorite party tent for tent rental companies, special events, fairs, trade shows and food 
service use, with its ease of setup and lightweight aluminum frame, our Insignia high peak 
pole tents are both user-friendly and attractive. Their unique design utilizes the high tensile 
strength of the fabric to serve as both shelter and support, eliminating heavy frame sections, 
while the tool-free assembly makes setup and take down stress free. The striking tent cano-
py, with its dramatic peak and distinctive valance shape, is available in a variety of colors 
and is constructed of 13-18 oz. vinyl polyester, meeting NFPA701 large scale fire code. 
Insignia tents may also be customized with various walls to complete the desired facade.

PEAK POLE 30

   

Aluminum frame weighs 380 lbs. (canopy weighs 275 lbs.) and has an 
eave height of 8’. Comes with carry bag, steel stakes and guy ropes.
 
30’  x  40’  x  21’

PEAK POLE 40

   

Aluminum frame and canopy weight varies by configuration and has an 
eave height of 8’. Comes with carry bag, steel stakes and guy ropes. 

40’  x  40’  x  25’  
(also available in 60’, 80’ or 100’ lengths)
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PEAK POLE 60

   

Aluminum frame and canopy weight varies by configuration and has an 
eave height of 8’. Comes with carry bag, steel stakes and guy ropes.
 
60’  x  60’  x  25’  
(also available in  80’ or 100’ lengths)

PEAK POLE 90

   

Aluminum frame and canopy weight varies by configuration and has an 
eave height of 8’. Comes with carry bag, steel stakes and guy ropes.
 
90’  x  90’  x  25’


